TECHNICAL TIP

Type RSN (DIN 15401) Hook Forging Markings

An example of markings on an RSN10 size load hook.

**Hook Forging Markings (per DIN 15401)**

Line 1: Manufacturers Mark.
Line 2: Physical Hook Size per DIN 15400 ("10" in the example) and symbol of forging material strength grade ("T" in the example). Note – this line does not indicate the capacity of the hook forging.
Line 3: Forging Batch Number.
Line 4: The symbol of Standard Accordance
Line 5: (Not listed as required information in DIN 15404) – Measurement (in millimeters) between the inspection points on the hook nose and the shank.

Please refer to the Spacemaster® SX Hoist Technical Guide for additional load hook information.